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Abstract
Research was done on an airless two-liquid Dynamic Beam Attenuator, which is a
pixelated, dynamic filter for medical X-ray imaging. The pixels are capillaries
which can be filled with X-ray absorbing liquid by electrowetting.
We found that the airless DBA can be filled and emptied at least 100.000 times for
any desired orientation, which meets the requirements set by the customer. All
switched capillaries will fill completely using a switching voltage of -250 V. We
have solved remnant capacity, which is caused by incomplete emptying of the
capillaries, by means of a pressure control in our device. Using this, we were able
to do experiments at different meniscus pressures. We measured filling and emptying voltages of the DBA as function of meniscus pressures. These results are
verified with a theoretica! model, which takes electrowetting, DBA sample hydrophobicity and hydrostatic pressure of the fluids into account. Our data match the
model very well.
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1 Introduction
The Dynamic Beam Attenuator project at Philips Research aims to build an X-ray
filter for medical imaging, consisting of pixels, each of which can be controlled
individually. This will allow the filter to be adapted exactly to the part of the body
to be imaged. Such a filter is called a Dynamic Beam Attenuator (DBA). A DBA is
desired by Philips Medica! Systems to be included into X-ray imaging systems.
Since 1993, Philips has been investigating the electrowetting effect, in the expectation of being able to develop a DBA using this effect. The idea is that the filter
will consist of an array of capillaries, where every capillary is a pixel (see Figure
1). The electrowetting effect will cause a capillary to be filled with a conducting
liquid if the capillary is put on a high electric potential (approximately two hundred Volts). In our case, we use as conducting liquid an aqueous solution of an Xray absorbing salt.

'

.

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of a DBA with three capillaries. The right capil/ary is kept at high voltage,
whereas the other two are grounded. lf a capillary is at zero Volts, X-rays wil/ be able to pass through and the
capillary wil/ show up as white on an X-ray detector. At high potential, the capil/ary is filled with aqueous
so/ution and X-rays wil/ be absorbed by the salt in the solution. The capil/ary walls absorb the X-rays only
partially; this is why the array itself is always visible in X-ray images (in this case as grey squares).

The goal of this graduation project was to investigate the feasibility of a new DBA
concept, namely a so-called airless two-liquid system. In this concept, the capillary
array will be completely filled with an oil, for example decane (C10H22). On the
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bottom side, the array touches an aqueous solution reservoir, so that aqueous
solution will be pulled in if a high enough voltage is applied. The array is entirely
filled with liquid at all times; air should not be present.
More specifically, the following issues were to be examined:
• Switching lifetime of an airless DBA. Philips Medical Systems requires the
operational lifetime of a DBA to be at least two years. It is estimated that
50.000 images will be shot each year, therefore the DBA must be able to fill
and empty at least 100.000 times without failure. The most common failure in
the air-containing system was that capillaries show incomplete emptying after
several thousand switches.
• Orientation independence of an airless DBA. The X-ray system rotates around
the patient. Therefore, the DBA not only has to work correctly in its normal position, but also on its side and inverted. Preferably, the operation of the DBA
should not be affected by rotation.
In this report, the airless Dynamic Beam Attenuator concept will be explained,
after a short introduction into X-rays and their medical applications. The different
parts of the DBA will be introduced and explained. After that, the electrowetting
effect will be examined theoretically and the results will be used to develop a theoretica! model for the operation of the DBA. This model will be verified, after explaining our experimental set-up and the nature of the experiments that were
carried out. Finally, the results of my research on the aforementioned issues will
be shown, and a conclusion will be drawn whether or not an airless DBA is feasible.

This project was carried out by Daan Damen, from November 1999 to September 2000 in the Microsystems
Technology Group at Philips Research, Eindhoven. Daan Damen is a student in the Applied Physics department of Eindhoven University of Technology, the Netherlands. This project serves as a graduation project to
obtain a Master's degree. The supervisors were dr. ir. M. W.J. Prins (Philips Research) and
prof. dr. J.H. Wolter (Eindhoven University of Technology).

4
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2 X-ray imaging
On November Sth 1895, German physics professor Wilhelm Konrad Röntgen
(1845-1923) worked in his darkened laboratory in Wurzburg. His experiments
focused on emitted radiation (especially light) from highly evacuated glass tubes,
in which electrical current was discharging. These tubes, known generically as
"Crookes tubes," after the British investigator William Crookes (1832-1919), were
widely available. Röntgen was interested in cathode rays and in assessing their
range outside of charged tubes.
To Röntgen's surprise, he noted that when his cardboard-shielded tube was
charged, an object across the room began to glow. This proved to be a barium
platinocyanide-coated screen too far away to be reacting to the cathode rays, as he
understood them. In the next days, he continued to test the new rays, or X-rays as
he now called them (X for unknown). These experiments consisted of holding
several objects between the tube and the screen, as this caused shadow images to
appear on the screen.

:. · I•

Figure 2: On December 22nd 1895, while experimenting wfth his newly discovered X-rays, Röntgen had his
wife keep her hand between the discharge tube and a photographic plate, wfth which the original screen had
been rep/aced. Thus, he acquired the image shown here, which now is acknowledged as "the first X-ray
image of human tissue". The bones in the hand and a ring absorb the X-rays much better than the sun-ounding tissue, hence they are clearfy visible.

The tremendous medica! potential of these X-ray images was quickly recognised,
and within months of the announcement of Röntgen's discovery, the first X-ray
imaging apparatuses had already found their way into hospitals and a multitude of
©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2000
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bones and body parts were being radiographed. Neither before nor since has a
new medical technology been accepted as quickly.
But "bullets, bones, and kidney stones" were not the only uses medical observers
envisioned. Soon attempts (with mixed results) were made to insert metal rods or
inject radio-opaque substances to give clear pictures of organs and vessels. Some
physicians, thinking first of the diseases then most prevalent, tried using the rays
on tuberculosis, cancer, and other afflictions in search of curative effects.
Unfortunately, negative effects of the rays were discovered shortly afterwards.
This started with reports of hair falling out, redness, numbness and severe pain.
First, one was reluctant to blame the new discovery, attributing the effects to
"over-exposure to electricity" or even "X-ray allergy". Only very few people realised it was the rays themselves that caused the problems. They suggested the use
of an "X-ray filter": a plate of lead, to shield the radiation. However, for many
early pioneers in X-ray research, this carne too late: they would eventually die
from diseases that were caused by excessive exposure to harmful radiation.
Wilhelm Röntgen won the first Nobel prize in physics for his discovery, in 1901.
He left the X-rays for others to develop and perfect and <lied in 1923, having lived
to see his discovery go from a darkened laboratory to becoming an essential part
of the modern medical world.

2. 1 Origin of X-rays
In 1864, Maxwell developed his theory on electromagnetism, in which he predicted the existence of electromagnetic radiation (see for instance [1]). This consists of mutually perpendicular electric and magnetic fields, that both satisfy a
wave equation (electromagnetic radiation is also referred to as electromagnetic
waves). This radiation is able to propagate through vacuum, in a direction perpendicular to both the electric and magnetic fields.
It was found out in 1912 that X-rays, like gamma rays, radio waves and light, are

all appearances of the same phenomenon: electromagnetic radiation. The only
difference between them is the oscillation.frequency mof the electric and magnetic
fields. X-rays consist of electromagnetic radiation with frequencies between 1017
and 10 20 Hertz. For comparison, the frequency of red light is 4 x 1014 Hz, of blue
light 7 x 1014 Hz and of FM radio waves 1 x 1011 Hz. Often, the wavelength À is also
used as a characterising number, where À= c / {J) (with c the speed oflight).

6
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Figure 3: Electromagnetic radiation travelling through vacuum, in the indicated direction. X-rays are electromagnetic radiation with a wavelength between 10-12 mand 10-9 m.

However, electromagnetic radiation is not a pure wave: quantum physics tells us
about the wave/particle duality. We should imagine radiation as consisting of
small "wave packets", so-called photons. These photons can both behave like particles and waves. Photons carry a well-determined energy E which is dependent on
their frequency. This dependency is given by Planck's formula:
(2.1)
where 'lî is Planck's constant. Using eq. (2.1), we find that the energy for X-rays lies
approximatelybetween 1keVand1 MeV.
X-ray sources today still look a lot like the tubes that Röntgen used in 1895. We
have a vacuum tube in which two electrodes, a negative cathode wire and a positive anode, are placed at opposite ends. When an electric current goes through the
cathode, it will heat and free electrons will be generated. A potential difference is
then applied between the electrodes, so that the electrons are accelerated from the
cathode towards the anode. Since a potential difference of 1 V will give an electron
a kinetic energy of 1 eV, we need high voltages (1 kV - 1 MV) in an X-ray source.
The accelerated electrons will collide with the anode and deposit their energy. This
energy is absorbed by the atoms in the anode; electrons from the inner shells are
excited towards the outer orbits. Atoms in an excited state are not stable, so
eventually the electron will fall back to its original orbit and the absorbed energy is
released as a photon. As a result, electromagnetic radiation of the desired frequency is produced.

©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2000
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2.2 Radiology
As the energy of electromagnetic radiation increases, it will start to behave more

and more like high-energy particles, which can penetrate into matter. In matter,
interactions take place between the X-rays and the bound electrons. The X-ray will
lose part of its energy by exciting a bound electron to a higher shell. This process
will continue until the X-ray energy is totally absorbed.
Because of this interaction mechanism, materials with high atom number will
absorb X-rays better than materials with a low atom number Z, simply because
they have more electrons. This makes medical imaging possible: bone material
(which contains calcium, with Z=20) absorbs X-rays better than tissue (which
consists mostly of carbon, with Z=6, and oxygen, with Z=8). The field of medical
X-ray imaging is called radiology.
Unfortunately, X-rays are harmful to the human body. This is mainly caused by
the fact that X-rays can liberate oxygen radicals from molecules that contain oxygen. These free radicals can damage DNA in the body's cells. Also, damage is
caused by heating of body tissue, because of the energy that it absorbs.
Therefore, it is important that the exposure to X-rays is minimised. On the other
hand, the X-ray image has to be as detailed as possible. For these reasons, a Dynamic Beam Attenuator (DBA) can be very useful.
X-rays used in radiology typically have an energy between 30 and 120 keV. The
anode material used in the X-ray tube is usually tungsten. The tube is enclosed in
an X-ray absorbing housing which has an opening. By law, it is obliged to use an
aluminium plate of 2,5 mm thickness between the source and the patient. This will
filter out the low-energy photons ( <20 keV), which would otherwise be fully absorbed in the patient's body.

2. 3 Dynamic Beam Attenuator
The DBA is an X-ray filter that consists of individually controllable pixels that can
be switched on and off. It can be fitted exactly to the region one wants to take an
image of (see Figure 4). In this region, the pixels will be off and X-rays will pass
through the DBA, so that the amount of radiation can be adjusted to get optimum
image contrast. The rest of the body will be shielded from radiation, because here
the pixels are switched on, so that the X-rays will be absorbed by the DBA. Hence,
the amount of radiation the patient receives is as low as possible.

8
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Figure 4: Example of DBA operation in an X-ray imaging system. The DBA is placed between the X-ray tube
and the patient, and only the pixels in the region of interest al/ow X-rays to pass through. In this case, a photo
of the legs is made.

We see that the DBA will give us optimum image contrast while minimising the
radiation dose the patient receives, which is exactly what we wanted. Furthermore, since it is dynamically adjustable, it can follow movement of the patient.
Philips Medical Systems has set a number of requirements for the DBA. This project has focused on meeting the requirements for switching lifetime and orientation independence, but further issues exist.
An important issue at the moment is filling / emptying speed (the DBA must be

able to be adjusted in 200 milliseconds), for which it is necessary to study fluid
dynamics in the capillary array and the common channels [2]. Also, it is important
that the DBA continues to function properly in X-ray. Furthermore, the DBA must
be able to operate at high temperatures, as the temperature near the X-ray source
can reach sixty degrees Celsius. A full list of DBA requirements can be found in
AppendixB.
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3 Device description
In this chapter, we will describe our airless DBA system. We will present the capillary array itself, the liquids that are being used, and finally, our research holder.

3.1 Capillary array
For research, we use an array, which consists of 64 x 64 hexagonal capillaries. The
array is manufactured from PET (polyethylene terephtatlate) foil with a thickness
of s µm [3]. Both sides of this foil are coated with a 20 nm thick layer of aluminium. This aluminium serves as the electrode in the capillary wall and is needed to
obtain the electrowetting effect.
The foil is placed in a laser machine which burns away the aluminium, so that
spots exist where the bare PET foil is exposed. These spots are located at regular
215 µm intervals. Afterwards, the foil is folded on itself and heated. This will cause
the exposed PET foil spots to melt together. The foil stack can now be expanded
and we get a honeycomb structure of hexagonal capillaries.

Figure 5: a) Top view of a 64 x 64 DBA capillary array (left). On the left side, the flex, which is used to apply
voltage to the capillary wal/, can be seen. The array has eight addressable segments, each of which consists
of approximately seven rows of 64 capillaries. On the top and bottom, we see the metal springs which are
used to pull the array open. b) Scanning electron microscope image of a DBA capillary array (right) . We
clearly can see the honeycomb structure of hexagonal capillaries

To obtain electrowetting in the capillary, we need to create an electric field between the electrode and the liquid. Simply creating an electric potential difference
is not enough for this: we need an insulating layer. For this purpose, a 10 µm thick
layer of parylene-N is deposited inside the capillaries by use of a vapourcondensation process [4].

©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2000
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PET

Aqueous so.lution
Figure 6: Cross-section of a capil/ary. Note that the thickness of the walls is in reality much smaller than the
capillary diameter. The electrodes consist of aluminium coated PET-foil. On top of that, layers of parylene-N
and AF1600 are deposited. The capil/ary is initia//y entirely filled with oil, with the aqueous solution I oil
meniscus pressing against the bottom of the capillary.

Parylene-N is a polymer that has low water and ion absorption and a high dielectric constant of 2, 7. As we will see in chapter 4, a higher dielectric constant gives a
larger electrowetting effect.
The thickness of the parylene layer influences the electrowetting as well. Therefore, it is important to know the thickness of the parylene as precisely as possible.
Unfortunately, there is no way to measure the parylene thickness inside the capillaries. The only thing we can do is to cut an array open, measure the parylene
thickness by interferometry and then assume that other samples, that were in the
parylene process at the same time, have the same layer thickness [5]. If we want to
be certain of a sample's parylene thickness, we can also cut it open after measurements are completed. In practice, this is hardly ever done.
On top of the parylene, we apply a hydrophobic coating. This is important for the
operation of the DBA, since it provides the force to empty the capillaries or prevent the capillaries from filling when no voltage is applied, in inverted or sideways
orientation. Our hydrophobic coating is AF1600, which is an amorphous fluorocarbon polymer that resembles Teflon, manufactured by DuPont.
The AF1600 is applied by making a solution of 1 weight percent AF1600 in FC75, a
solvent produced by Acros. The array should be put in this solution for at least one
hour, after which the FC75 has to be removed. Currently, this is done by centrifuging the array. This leaves a very thin and irregular AF1600 layer, with a thickness between 6 and 15 nm. The same procedure applied on a flat plate gives an
AF1600 layer of about 100 nm.

12
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Since the layer thickness in arrays does not appear to be dependent on the AF1600
concentration of the solution either, it is now suspected that the centrifuging does
not only remove the excess solvent, hut also a large part of the AF1600 itself. New
methods to apply AF1600 are being investigated.

3.2 Liquids
The airless DBA system will contain two liquids: namely the aqueous solution of
the X-ray absorbing salt, and an oil. In empty state, the DBA will be completely
filled with oil.

3.2.1 Aqueous solution
The most important property of the aqueous solution is its X-ray absorbency. This
is obvious, as a filled capillary has to block as much X-rays as possible. The surface
tension should be as high as possible to have good hydrophobicity of the capillaries. Furthermore, it should conduct electricity well, because a larger resistance
from the fluid increases the error on our measurements. Welters [6] has shown
that a liquid pH between 3,5 and 5,5 gives best results for electrowetting on flat
plates.
For research purposes, we use a 1,0 M caesium chloride (Cs Cl) solution. It has a
mass density of 1,10 g cm-3 and a pH of 4,0. The surface tension against air is
72 N m- 1 •

3.2.2 Oil
Earlier research carried out in the DBA project has shown that the usage of an
insulating oil can improve the switching behaviour. In the old systems with air, a
little bit of oil would be deposited in the capillaries, on top of the aqueous solution.
The airless bolder contains much more oil, since in effect, the air in the old systems has been replaced with oil.
The advantages of using an oil in electrowetting are numerous. The oil improves
the switching lifetime, reduces the effect of charge getting trapped in the wall
coatings and reduces the hysteresis. In the case of an airless system, the oil also
serves as a counterweight, to improve orientation independence.
If a capillary is filled with aqueous solution, the advantages of the oil are still notable, since it appears that there is still a thin layer of oil present between the
aqueous solution and the AF1600. Giacomelli Penon [7] has shown that the thickness of this layer is approximately 350- 400 nm for a droplet on a flat plate. We
assume it to be of the same size in a capillary array. Since the AF16oo coating is
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nanoporous, we have to impregnate our samples in the oil for a day before they
can be used. This is to fill the pores with oil.
We want the oil to have a low surlace tension, since this ensures a high system
hydrophobicity. The mass density should match that of the aqueous solution as
closely as possible, since a smaller difference in mass density of the liquids gives
better orientation independence of the device. The oil should be an insulator and
should be non-polar, so that it will not mix with water. Finally, the oil should be
stable in X-ray.
For a long time, silicon oil (poly-dimethyl siloxane) was used, but this has some
disadvantages. lt is very unstable when exposed to X-rays and it contains negatively charged groups that attract protons from the aqueous solution, thus influencing electrowetting behaviour.
For these reasons, we have switched to alkane oils. The only disadvantage of these
is that their mass densities are lower (for example, decane has a mass density of
0,73 g cm-3, versus 0,91 g cm-3 for silicon oil). This causes an airless DBA with
alkane oil to show larger orientation dependence (see section 6.3). All other properties are equal to or better than those of silicon oil.
We now use 99% pure n-decane (C10H22), supplied by Aldrich. This decane does
not contain contaminating elements, which could negatively influence electrowetting. The surlace tension of a decane/air interface is 23 mN m- 1, whereas it is 18
mN m- 1 for hexane (C5H14) and 28 mN m-1 for hexadecane (C16H34). The surface
tension of a decane/water interface is 51 mN m-1 •
We have chosen decane because of a vacuum step in the cleaning and rebuilding
process (see section 3.3.2), during which the pressure is lowered to approximately
30 mbar. At room temperature, the pressure at which decane starts to boil is 16
mbar, whereas for nonane (C9 H20) it is 45 mbar. Because of this, decane is the
lightest alkane oil that will not start boiling when the system is in the vacuum
chamber.

3. 3 Airless ho/der
The capillary array must be mounted in a holder to be able to operate it. This section presents the airless oil/water rotational holder, which was developed for this
purpose at Nat.Lab.
The DBA is mounted between two plates, made of PMMA, coated with parylene.
PMMA is resistant to the aqueous solution and the oil, and the parylene protects it
from the cleaning liquids. The only problem is that PMMA will turn yellow and
brittle in X-ray, so that the lifetime ofholders that are exposed to X-ray is limited.
14
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Figure 7: Schematic drawing of the oillwater ho/der. The liquid reservoir heights, haq and ho;1, can be adjusted, to change the pressures p1 and p2. These are defined with respect to the height of the aqueous
solution common channel, ho. The DBA is initially filled with oil. The common channels are visible above and
below the DBA, they have a thickness of 1-2 mm. They are sealed with silicon rings, to prevent fluid /eakage.
The common channels are connected to the reservoirs by flexible tubes.

The holder is constructed in such way that the DBA can rotate around its central
axis (horizontal in the figure) over 180 degrees. This is to simulate the usage in an
X-ray imaging system, where the DBA has to rotate around the patient. An electrode wire is inserted into the aqueous solution through the bottom plate. The Xrays can pass through a hole in the ground plate and pass the DBA from bottom to
top, the X-ray detector is located above the DBA.
The DBA is separated from the top and bottom plates by two square silicon rubber
rings. These rings are 1-2 mm high, and the spaces between the plate and the
actual DBA form the liquid common channels. The common channels are connected to the liquid reservoirs by flexible tubes with a length of about fifteen centimetres and an inner diameter of four millimetres. We used two types of tubes
during the project, namely a black fluoro-elastomere tube (Merck: iso-Versinic)
and white PVC tubes.
One of the common channels should be filled with aqueous solution, the other one
with oil. The height of the reservoirs can be adjusted, thus control over the meniscus pressure is possible. Setting the reservoir height is possible with a precision of
o,smm.
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b)

Figure 8: a) X-ray transmission image of an airless DBA. A voltage of +240 V was applied to segment 5,
therefore it is filled with X-ray absorbing aqueous solution. At the bottom of the picture, we can also see dark
areas. This is where the aqueous solution is supplied to the common channel. b) An airless DBA in which
aqua flush has occurred. The aqueous solution in the oil common channel is clearly visible as a darkened
circle, in this case it occupies approximately one third of the common channel. Some capillaries under the
flushed aqueous solution appear to be (partial/y) filled, these are the capillaries through which the aqueous
solution flushed.

A common failure in our present holder is the so-called aquajlush (Figure 8b) .
This means that aqueous solution got entirely pushed through the capillaries and
that an aqueous solution bubble appears in the oil common channel. Because of
the sample's hydrophobicity, the aqueous solution cannot be pushed back through
the capillaries, and only in very rare cases can the bubble be led out of the oil
common channel into the tubes. The tlushed aqueous solution is clearly visible in
X-ray images. Therefore, aqua tlush is a fatal failure, when it occurs, the holder
has to be rebuilt.

3.3.1 Pressure control
As can be seen in Figure 7, we can adjust heights of the reservoirs. This causes a

change in the hydrostatic pressures with which the liquids press on the aqueous
solution/oil meniscus in the capillary. Let us define pressures p1 (for aqueous
solution) and P2 (for oil), which are determined by the height difference between
the liquid meniscus in the reservoir and the common channel of the aqueous solution:
(3.1)

where ho is the height of the aqueous solution common channel above a reference
point and haq and hoa are the heights of the aqueous solution and oil meniscuses
above the reference point. We must realise that when we rotate the holder, the
16
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heights of the common channels change. We define ho as the aqueous solution
common channel height in normal orientation.
Usually, the top of the ground plate is used as a reference height, since this is
easiest for height measurements.
To measure the pressure, we have built two pressure sensors into the holder. In
our present holder, the aqueous solution pressure sensor is 7 millimetres below
the aqueous solution common channel (thus it measures p1 minus the pressure of
a 7 millimetre aqueous solution column), and the oil pressure sensor is 27 millimetres above it.

3.3.2 Assembly
It is of the utmost importance that all liquids, surfaces and materials are kept as

clean as possible. The smallest pollutant can alter the switching behaviour of the
DBA dramatically. Therefore, the airless holder should be assembled and disassembled in a cleanroom. A full manual to clean and assemble the airless holder
will be given in Appendix D.
After disassembling the holder, the DBA should be placed in an impregnation
bath, since decane evaporates fairly quickly and exposure to air can cause the
sample impregnation to vanish. All materials should be cleaned thoroughly, after
which the holder can be put back together and filled with oil.
During this project, we have implemented a "vacuum step" in the assembly process. This was necessary, because air bubbles became apparent in the top common
channel after approximately ten thousand switches. It was proven that when air is
present in the system, the DBA's switching lifetime is limited. Some results of this
will be presented in Appendix C.
The vacuum step consists of putting the entire holder in a vacuum chamber and
decreasing the environment pressure to 20-30 mbar. It was found out that the air
that appears in the system comes from half-sealed capillaries near the rubber
rings. If a capillary is blocked by one of the rings, hut not by the other, it will not
initially fill with oil. The air that remains in the capillary will be slowly sucked out
during prolonged switching, because of the fluid flow.
The vacuum step solves this. The trapped air will initially be at atmospheric pressure. When the environment pressure is decreasing, the trapped air will expand
and leave the holder through the common channels and the tubes. After putting
the vacuum chamber back on atmospheric pressure, all air will be gone. Never
since the vacuum step was implemented did air appear in the common channel
again, except for when a leakage occurred in the holder.
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3.3.3 Transport
Since all X-ray measurements are done at Philips Medical Systems in Best, we
must make sure that we can transport the airless holder. We have observed that
without precautions, an aqua tlush failure will occur.
The current geometry of the system, which includes fifteen-centimetre tubes between the liquid reservoirs and the holder itself, seems to be the cause. The acceleration forces on the tluid in the aqueous solution tube during transport by car are
more than enough to cause an aqua tlush failure in the device. This is true for both
acceleration/braking and cornering (due to centrifugal forces).
There are two possible solutions for this. We can carry out the last assembly step
of the airless holder, namely the addition of the aqueous solution, in Best. Thus,
the system will be transported with only oil in it. A disadvantage is that we cannot
entirely guarantee the cleanliness of the system, since the aqueous solution is
added outside the cleanroom.
A better solution is to make sure that the liquids remain in place. This is done by
clamping the supply tubes. By doing this, we make sure that the liquids inside the
DBA cannot move and no aqua tlush can occur. This has been proven to be a good
transport method, since no transport-related aqua tlush was observed since tube
clamping has been introduced.

18
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4 Theory
In this chapter, we will give an introduction into the basic principle bebind the
operation of the DBA, namely electrowetting. Electrowetting is defined as the
movement of the contact line between three media, as a result of an electrically
induced charge at a solid/liquid interface. In the simplest case, a droplet of liquid
is placed on a flat insulating substrate (the solid), surrounded by vapour. The
results achieved for this situation will then be used to develop a model for electrowetting in capillaries.

4.1 Drop/et electrowetting
A droplet on a flat substrate decreases or increases its base area to minimise its
potential energy. In absence of electric charges, this potential energy is entirely
determined by r, the surface tension [N m-1) or surface free energy [J m-2 ]. The
surface tension is the work, required to increase the area of a surface isothermally
and reversibly by unit amount.
Thus, we can write an expression for the change in free energy, dF, as a result of a
change in the droplet base area, dA:
dF = 'YsidA - 'YsvdA

+ 'YL vdA cos{)

(4.1)

This expression can be understood by looking at Figure 9. We have defined three
different surface tensions, namely 'fSL for the solid/liquid interface, ')'Sv for the
solid/vapour interface and }'tv for the liquid/vapour interface. The contact angle B
is the angle between the liquid and solid interface at the three-phase line.

vapor

liquid

'YLV

Figure 9: The three-phase system of vapour, liquid and solid and the definftion of the three surface tensions
rsv, ]1..v and Y5L· In order for the ]1..v to work in the interface plane, cos 0 enters the equation, where 0 is the
contact angle, which is entirely deterrnined by the surface tensions of the three interfaces.
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To minimise the free energy, we need to set dF/ dA = 0, which gives us the equation that Young discovered in 1805 [8]:
(4.2)

This equation directly relates the surface tensions of the three phases to the angle
between the droplet and the substrate, in equilibrium.

4.1.1 Young's equation with an electric potential
We will now examine what will happen when electric charges are present. For this
purpose, an electrode is introduced into the droplet. A metal plate will be the
other electrode, on which an insulating coating with thickness d is present. These
together form the substrate on which the droplet is lying. The electrodes are connected to a power source, so that an electric potential V can be applied between
the droplet and the substrate.

Figure 10: A drop/et electrowetting experiment. lnitially, at V=O, the drop/et has a contact angle B (0) with the
substrate. lf a high voltage (for instance 200 V) is applied, the drop/et wil/ spread out and the contact angle
wil/ change to B (VJ.An electric field is present over the insulating /ayer and surface charge densities build up
(aL on the dropletlsubstrate interface, aM on the metal plate).

Two new terms enter eq.(4.1). Firstly, there is the increase of the liquid free energy
due to its charge distribution. In general, the electrostatic energy density per unit
area is given by

u
A

d

=

Jl-+-+
2,E · Ddx

(4.3)

0

where d is the distance between the layers, Ë the electric field and ÏJ the displacement. The increase of free energy due to the charge distribution in the liquid,
UL, by increasing the area of the droplet base by dA is then given by
20
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~dED

dUL =

dA

2

Since the electric field over the insulating layer is equal to the potential difference
divided by the layer thickness, E = V / d, and the displacement is given by

D= e0erE (where Br is the relative dielectric constant of the insulating layer), eq.
(4.4) can be rewritten as
(4.5)
In the second place, we have to take into account the work performed by the voltage source. The work is equal to the voltage multiplied by the total charge transferred. Therefore, the work per unit area is
(4.6)

and since

CYL =

D,
(4.7)

Now, the liquid free energy increases the total free energy of the system, whereas
the work done by the voltage source decreases it. Knowing this, eq. (4.1) becomes
(4.8)

Setting dF / dA

=

0 again gives us Young's equation in the presence of an electric

potential V:
'Y LV

_
COS{) -

Thus, in the case that V

= O,

'YSV

-

'YSL

1ê

+ 2d0

êr

V

2

(4.9)

the contact angle has its maximum value; for in-

creasing voltage the contact angle will decrease. This phenomenon, modulation of
the contact angle by applying an electric potential, is called electrowetting.
The effect can be easily understood, since charges in the liquid are attracted to the
charges (of opposite sign) in the metal plate. The liquid wants to get closer to the
substrate, effectively spreading its base area.
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Figure 11: Photographs of a swftching drop/et. The left image shows the drop/et at zero volts. In the right
image, a potential difference of +200 V was applied. lt can be seen that the contact angle has decreased,
and that the drop/et has spread out over the surface.

4.1.2 Hysteresis and trapped charge
In a perfect system, there is exactly one contact angle possible for every electric
potential. However, in practice, energy is lost during the droplet spreading, most
notably because of surface friction. The resulting friction force always acts against
the movement of the droplet. To account for this effect, we introduce the
hysteresis surface tension J'h. It is defined as the difference between the effective
surface tension in the case of advancing contact angle (increasing voltage) and
receding contact angle (decreasing voltage). We assume that in the case of advancing contact angle the effective surface tension is increased by lh }'h and that it
is decreased by the same amount in the receding case.
It is possible that charge gets trapped in the insulator layer when a high enough
voltage is applied. This is treated in more detail in [9] and [10]. For our purposes,

it suffices to know that the effective wetting voltage gets lowered by the potential
of zero charge Vo, as introduced by Fokkink [11].
With these alterations, Young's equation in the form of eq. (4.9) can be rewritten
as:
_

'YLv cosfi - 'Ysv - 'YsL

1

1 c cr (

0
± 2'h + 2T
V - Vo

)2

(4.10)

As explained earlier, the case with +lh }'h indicates an advancing contact angle,
and the case with -lh }'h is for a receding contact angle.
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4.2 Single capillary model
We will now develop a model for filling and emptying of the capillaries in a DBA.
In Figure 12, we see a capillary in the aqueous solution reservoir. We have a twoliquid system where the capillary is only filled with oil and aqueous solution .

.

oil

,g

li

/3
· Pcc.oit
." '

t

l

- - -- -

Figure 12: A single hexagonal capillary with a height hcap, which is filled with aqueous so/ution until a height
h. The rest of the capil/ary is filled with oil. The capil/ary wal/ is coated with aluminium, which serves as an
electrode. At a height hei, the aluminium has been burnt away, so that the electrode is constricted. The other
e/ectrode is inserted info the aqueous solution common channel, a voltage V can be applied between the
e/ectrodes so that an electrowetting pressure PEW (V) acts on the liquid at the three-phase line. The other
pressures the liquid fee/s are the hydrophobic pressure Prand the hydrostatic pressure Phs . Also, the liquid
common channel pressures Pcc,aq (for aqueous solution) and Pee.on (tor oi/) are indicated. Note that the oil
common channel is not drawn here, tor clarity reasons. The angle between the capillary centra/ axis and the
direction of gravity, g, is indicated; this angle is cal/ed p.

The filling and emptying of the capillary is caused by forces that act on the liquid.
Three forces can be distinguished. Firstly, we have an electrowetting force, caused
by applying a voltage to the capillary. Then, we have a hydrophobic force, because
the capillary pushes away the aqueous solution. Finally, a hydrostatic force acts on
the liquid meniscus.
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4.2.1 Capillary electrowetting
Electrowetting in a capillary is very similar to droplet electrowetting. We have
liquid on a surface (the capillary wall), to which a voltage can be applied. The
aluminium in the capillary wall is one electrode, and the aqueous solution itself is
the other. Application of voltage causes the fluid in the capillary to increase its
"base area", because the charges want to be as close on the wall as is possible.
Thus, the fluid experiences an electrowetting force and as a result, the fluid will
rise in the capillary.
We introduce l, the inner circumference of the capillary. Also we introduce the
capillary cross-sectional surface A. In eq. (4.9) we can see that the electrowetting
term has the same dimension as the surface tension, thus [N m-1]. Since the electrowetting force works on every point of the three-phase line, the total electrowetting force FEw on the fluid in the capillary will be equal to:
F

EW

=

.!.2 êoêr
l(V d

v; )2

(4.11)

0

From now on, we choose to describe the entire system in terms of pressure instead
of farces, for simplicity reasons. We find for the electrowetting pressure PEw:
-

PEw -

FEW -

A

_!.i_ êoêr (V -

- 2A d

V, )2
o

(4.12)

4.2.2 Hydrophobicity
The aqueous solution in the capillary also feels a hydrophobic pressure Pr. Imagine that we have a capillary, filled with aqueous solution and oil. Because of the
surface tension between the AF1600 on the capillary wall and the aqueous solution YAF,aq , a force F = l YAF,aq pushes the aqueous solution out of the capillary.
Similarly, the oil is pushed out with a force F = l YAF,oil • Since this force pushes out
the oil, it will pull aqueous solution into the capillary. We can now write down an
expression for the hydrophobic pressure:

In this equation, ïo = ï AF,aq - ï AF,oit and '}1i is again an extra surface tension term
to account for the hysteresis effect in capillary wetting / dewetting. The hysteresis
term of the hydrophobic pressure is defined as the hysteresis pressure Physt·
The hydrophobic pressure is the maximum pressure with which the capillary can
push away aqueous solution trying to enter it (in the advancing case), or push out
aqueous solution that is inside it (in the receding case).
24
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4.2.3 Hydrostatic meniscus pressure
Finally, the meniscus feels a hydrostatic pressure. We will call this pressure the
meniscus pressure PM· This is equal to the sum of all fluid pressures in the system:
the common channel pressures Pcc,aq and Pcc,oil of the aqueous solution and the oil,
and the pressure of the liquid in the capillary Pcap· The latter is caused by the
gravity force that acts on the liquid, thus we find:
PM(h,{3) = Pcc,aq({3)- Pccoil({3) - [Paqgh
'

+ Poilg(hcap

- h)]cos {3

where fJ is the angle between the capillaries long axis and the direction of the
gravitational force. /J=O means that the DBA is in normal orientation: the capillaries empty along gravity. We see that the meniscus pressure and common channel pressures are dependent on the rotation angle. Furthermore, the meniscus
pressure is dependent on the height of the liquid in the capillary
An important case is the one where h=o and /J=O. We use this situation to set the

meniscus pressure using the liquid reservoirs. Being able to control the meniscus
pressure has great advantages, as we shall see later on. From eq. (4.14), we get

The aqueous solution common channel pressure is caused by the height difference
between the aqueous solution in the reservoir and the common channel. Thus, we
can write:
Pcc,aq(O) = Pi

(4.16)

Similarly, we find for the oil common channel pressure:

where we have to realise that, since p2 is defined with reference to the aqueous
solution common channel as well, we subtracted the weight of the oil that is initially in the capillary from it. Combining eqs. (4.15), (4.16) and (4.17), we find:

We see that PM(o,o) can be easily calculated from Pi and p2, and thus from the
liquid reservoir heights. The meniscus pressure value that is given with measurements in this report is the value of PM ( o,o) that was set using the liquid reservoirs,
before the measurement started. As stated in chapter 3, we can measure PM(o,o)
using two pressure sensors built into the holder.
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4.2.4 Filling and emptying
We can now write down an equation for the total pressure p that acts on the memscus:

1()
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Figure 13: Theoretica/ plot of the height of the liquid inside a capillary, h, versus the applied voltage V. This
curve was generated with Pr = 500±50 Pa; Va= 0 V; PM = 0 Pa; 1=1,29 * 10-3 m; A = 1,2 * 10-7 m2 ; d=1, 15 *
1()-5 m; &r = 2, 7 ; fJaq = 1, 10 g cm -3 and Poil = 0, 73 g cm -3. /f we increase the voltage until a certain filling
voltage v, , the liquid wil/ begin to rise in the capil/ary until the maximum height is reached, in our case the
height of the electrode constriction, he1. When the voltage is decreased again, the liquid height wil/ decrease
until h=O. The voltage at which this happens is called the empty voltage Va. This curve is tor a capil/ary with
filling direction against gravity, thus {FO.

If p=o, the system is in equilibrium and the fluid will remain where it is. If we
start at zero potential and increase the voltage, the electrowetting pressure will
increase hut can still be balanced by the hydrophobic pressure. However, if we
increase the voltage past the filling voltage, we will get p>o and a force acts on the
liquid. This force pushes the aqueous solution into the capillary, and this means
that h will increase. The opposite happens when voltage is lowered again: we get
p<O and the aqueous solution level will decrease until h=o again.
If the capillary starts filling for /J< tr/2 , the filling of the capillary means that the
hydrostatic pressure will decrease, according to eq.(4.14). Filling will stop itself
eventually. This is why for this situation the filling/emptying will take place over a
voltage range. For a typical airless system in normal orientation (/J=O), this range
26
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is approximately equal to eight volts, which means that a capillary will be completely filled at a voltage that is eight volts higher than the filling voltage. For
sideways and inverted orientations (rc/2</J<rc) filling and emptying will be instantaneous: the capillary will already fill completely at the filling voltage. The
same effect can be seen in emptying, because emptying for /J<rc/2 will increase the
hydrostatic pressure.
We have to ensure that the filling does not continue past a certain maximum level.
If this would happen, the aqueous solution could completely go through the capillary and we would have an aqua flush, which should be avoided as it causes device
failure. To stop the filling at a certain maximum level, we have built an electrode
constriction in the capillary wall (see Figure 12). The wall coverage of the aluminium is reduced by a fractionfr (o<fr<l). In places where the aluminium has
been removed, no electrowetting can occur because there is no electrode. This
limits the effective length of the in-capillary circumference to (1 - fr) l, which
means the electrowetting pressure will be

- ! (1 -

PEw - 2

fr) l

A

éoér

d

(V -

v; )2
o

(4.20)

In our current devices, the aluminium is entirely removed from four out of six
capillary sides, thus fr=2/3.
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5 Experimental set-up
This chapter describes the experimental set-up that is used to do measurements
on the DBA. We are interested in studying the filling and emptying behaviour of
the DBA. Therefore, we need to be able to measure how much aqueous solution
there is inside the capillaries.
The most reliable way of doing would be to put the device in an X-ray imaging
machine, from which radiation with intensity Io originates, and measuring the
intensity of the radiation I after it has passed through the DBA. Because the aqueous solution absorbs the X-rays homogeneously, we can find the liquid height
inside the capillaries, h, by using the Lambert-Beer law:
I = I 0 exp(-a h)

(5.1)

where a is the attenuation coefficient of the aqueous solution. These measurements could be carried out by taking X-ray images like Figure 8, and comparing
the greyscale value for an empty capillary to that fora (partially) filled capillary.
However, for this type of measurements, an X-ray imaging system is needed,
which is only available at Philips Medica! Systems. During the project, we have
tried to do these measurements by adding a colorant to the aqueous solution and
measuring the absorption optically, but this <lid not give reliable results. Furthermore, the colorant may influence the aqueous solution surface tension and thus
the electrowetting behaviour.
For all our experiments, a different approach is used, in which we measure the
capacitance of the DBA. The capacitance per unit area between parallel plates,
separated by an insulator with thickness d and dielectric constant &r is
(5.2)

and since the liquid covers an area of l h inside the capillary, the capacitance of a
capillary that is filled with aqueous solution to a height h is
C =

êoêr

d

lh

(5.3)

We should note that in our experiments, we always measure the capacitance of a
whole segment consisting of N capillaries. We will assume that we have a perfect
DBA consisting of capillaries that all behave in exactly the same way. In reality,
capillaries will have small differences. This effect has been studied using MonteCarlo simulations, the results of which are presented in Appendix A.
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5.1 lmpedance analyser
To measure the capacitance of the DBA, we use an impedance analyser (Hewlett
Packard: 4192A). The impedance analyser supplies a DC-signal that is used to fill
the capillaries. On this, an AC-signal is superimposed. This is necessary to measure the capacitance. The impedance analyser measures the current I(t) through
the DBA, and the potential difference V(t) across it. We are dealing with an AC
measuring signal, so current and potential can be written as
(5-4)

with I{J) and V{J) the (real) amplitudes of the AC current and voltage signals, OJ the
angular frequency and ó the phase difference between potential and current. The
complex impedance Z, which is a possible output of the impedance analyser, is
given as
Z

=

V,we j(wt+d)

I

ejwt

w

V,
w fo
= - e

Iw

(5.5)

Now, if Zis a real number (i.e. the current and potential are in phase; 8=o), we are
dealing with a resistor, and if Z is imaginary we are either dealing with a
capacitor (for 8 = n/2), or with an inductance (for 8 = - n/2). In our set-up, 8 is
always positive, thus when we look at the imaginary part of Z, we are dealing with
a capacitance.
Instead of letting the impedance analyser show 1Z1 and ó (which is nothing else
than the argument of Z) and calculating the capacitance from these values, the
capacitance can be indicated directly by the impedance analyser, together with the
dissipationfactor D, which is defined as
D =-1- = Re(Z)

t an ó

Im(Z)

(5.6)

Thus, the dissipation factor is the ratio between the real (resistive) and imaginary
(capacitive) parts of the impedance. Fora pure capacitor, the resistive part will be
zero, and D = o as well. In practice, we always measure a small resistance together
with the DBA capacitance.
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lm (Z)

Capacitive

Re (Z)

Resistive

Figure 14: The complex impedance Z, and the phase difference angle, ö. The dissipation factor D is the
inverse of the tangent of ö and gives the ratio between the resistive (in red) and capacitive (in blue) parts of
the signa/.

A higher dissipation factor indicates that the resistance in the DBA is too high. We
can check whether the resistance is in series with the measured capacitance, or
whether it is parallel. In the first case, D should increase with higher frequency,
and decrease with lower frequency. Usually, series resistance can be attributed to
liquid resistance and/ or poor quality wiring. These are by far the most common
causes of high resistance. Parallel resistance usually indicates a failure in the DBA,
for example a breakdown of the parylene layer.
The impedance analyser can use AC-signals with a frequency between 5 Hz and 13
MHz. Typically, we use a frequency of 1 kHz. Using a lower frequency does not
give enough precision in the measured values and using a higher frequency gives a
large D, since serial resistance is always present. In a good measurement, D
should be below 0,05 in empty state, and below 0,2 in full state.

5. 2 Electrical circuit
Since the impedance analyser cannot generate the high voltages needed to achieve
electrowetting (its DC output is limited to 35 V), we need an amplifier to reach the
200 - 250 V DC signals needed for the DBA to fill. Our amplifier is a Trek 601C,
with an amplification factor of 100. Due to its low imput impedance of 20 kn, we
need a buffer amplifier (Philips: PM 5171) with o dB gain and 1 Mn input impedance, to isolate the impedance analyser from the rest of the electrical circuit.
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Figure 15: The e/ectrical set-up used to carry out DBA experiments. The HP 4192A impedance ana/yser
measures the potentia/ difference between the HPorand Lpor connections and the current between HcuRR and
LcuRR" A bias voltage (in this case -2,5 V) and an AC measuring signa/ are app/ied to the system. The HPor is
not directly connected to HcuRR, but rather to the voltage monitor output of the amplifier. For simplicity reasons, a DBA with only three segments is drawn. The two outer segments are grounded and empty; the
middle segment is connected to high voltage (-250 V), so that it is filled with aqueous solution until the
e/ectrode constriction.

If we do not use the buffer amplifier, a 10% difference between the DC signal set
on the impedance analyser and the applied DC signal may exist. While this could
be compensated for, the relative difference changes when the impedance analyser
changes its measuring range. With the buffer amplifier, the difference between the
set and real DC signal is approximately 0,5%, and equal for all measuring ranges.
The amplified DC signal is led to a switchbox using a high-voltage cable. This
switchbox contains eight switches, one for each DBA segment. Each switch has
two positions: one to put the segment to earth, and the other one to apply the DC
signal to the segment. Because unused segments are being grounded, measurement errors caused by parasitic capacitance between segments are avoided. The
switchbox is connected to the capillary wall electrode by a flex cable.
The meniscus pressure can be measured using two pressure sensors in the holder.
They are connected to a control box, from which we get an output voltage (Figure
16). A change of 0,224 mVin output voltage corresponds toa pressure change of 1
Pa.
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pressure sensors
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Figure 16: The e/ectrical circuit to measure the pressure. The sensors are connected toa control box, which
gives the output voltages on a coax connector. The control box can change the offset of both sensor outputs
separately. Since we are interested in the meniscus pressure, thus the pressure difference between the
sensor values, we connect the outer part of the coax connectors to each other and to ground.

The absolute measured value has to be corrected by an extra term, to compensate
for the fact that the sensors are not directly above and under the fluid meniscus.
This pressure term is constant as long as we keep f3 and h the same. Therefore, we
always set the meniscus pressure PM(o,o), using an empty DBA (h=o) in normal
orientation (JJ=o). This is the value given with measurements. Usually, we measure haq and hoil once after each rebuild, use eqs. (3.1) and (4.18) to find the value
for PM(o,o), and use this, together with the measured voltage from the pressure
sensors, as a gauge. If a system is used for a langer period of time, this procedure
can be repeated more aften.
The control box, which reads the pressure sensors, should be on at all times, as the
output voltage shows drift after switching it off and on, for at least 48 hours.

5. 3 Experiment control
We use customisable scientific software called Labview to do our measurements.
The impedance analyser is connected to a PC using a GPIB interface; the Labview
software makes use of this to control the impedance analyser. It is a two-way system: Labview can set impedance analyser parameters (like bias voltage, AC signal
frequency), as well as read the measured values from the impedance analyser.
Two different Labview programs were being used during this project, namely a
program for capacitance versus voltage (C-V) measurements and one for capacitance vs. number of switches (C-N) measurements.
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In capacitance/voltage measurements, we start to measure the capacitance at zero
volts, and have the impedance analyser increase the applied DC voltage in regular
steps. When the maximum voltage is reached, the voltage is decreased again until
zero volts is reached. The same is done for the other voltage polarity.
In C-V measurements, we set the measuring mode of the impedance analyser to
"average". This means that it will measure 10 capacitance values for each voltage
and output the average. The AC signal used to measure the capacitance usually
has a frequency of 1 kHz, which keeps the dissipation factor in the filled state
around 0,1. An oscillation frequency of Vosc = 1 V gives good precision of the capacitance values. The wait time between measurements can be set to o for C-V.
C-N measurements are used to test the switching behaviour of a sample over a
longer period of time. We set the voltage to zero volts, increase it to the maximum
value at once and then set it back to zero. This is repeated fora large number of
times, thus simulating the repeated filling and emptying of the capillaries over
their lifetime.
We do C-N measurements with the impedance analyser in "normal" mode, since
measuring the capacitance in "average" mode already takes 1100 ms. We can reduce the total measurement time by measuring in "normal" mode. The measurement only takes 150 ms, because only 2 capacitance values are taken. However,
this reduces the precision on the measurement. To compensate this, the AC signal
amplitude is increased to Vosc = 3 V. Wait time between measurements is usually
1500 ms. Using these settings, we can switch 2.500 times per hour.
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6 Results
This section will present the results that were obtained during this project. Firstly,
we will look at capillary filling and emptying, using C-V measurements. We will
show that just before filling and just after emptying, the meniscus changes its
shape. After that, we will look at the switching lifetime of the DBA. Most important here is to take care that the filling and emptying are as stable as possible; the
filled and empty level should remain the same over a large number of switches.
Following that, we will look at the orientation issue. What happens when we rotate
the DBA, and how does this influence its behaviour? Finally, we will verify our
capillary electrowetting model, by checking the dependence of the applied voltage
squared on the meniscus pressure it predicts.

6.1 Filling I emptying behaviour
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Figure 17: A typical C-V curve, measured on segment 4 of sample 11018, using a meniscus pressure of 80
Pa with white PVC tubes. This C-V curve has 80 data points. lt was obtained by first increasing the voltage to
-250 V (thus filling the capi/lary), then going back to 0 V to empty it again and repeating this for positive
voltage. We can see that there is a large voltage range (V < 150 V) where the capillary is empty. For voltages
larger than 190 V, the capillary starts to fill, until the curve flattens at 220 V. Here, the aqueous solution has
reached the electrode constriction in all capillaries, thus the capacitance no langer increases. An interesting
effect can be noticed between 150 and 190 V, here the capacitance seems to increase exponentially, while
the capillary is not yet filling.

We can study the filling and emptying behaviour of the capillary by doing
capacitance-voltage measurements, as described in section 5.3. The curves this
gives us Oike Figure 17) can be used for data analysis. We can fit a theoretica! C©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2000
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V curve (Figure 13) to the measured data, to obtain values for the hydrophobic
pressure of the segment (p1 =

~ ')'0 ), the hysteresis pressure (physt = ~ ~ ')'h) and

the point of zero charge voltage, Vo. We only want to use data points where the
capillary is clearly filling for the fitting procedure, since a theoretica! C-V curve
doesn't saturate at C=o and C=Cmax· The fitting is carried out numerically by an
Excel-macro. It determines the filling area by finding the five data points closest to
the half maximum value, for each of the four filling and emptying curve branches.
For these 20 data points, it finds the theoretica! curve that matches the measured
data best, by using an iterative process. We need to measure the CV-curve with
200 data points to use this macro.
For the fit, we also need to estimate the number of switching capillaries, N. This is
done by dividing the maximum capacitance by 27 pF, which is the capacitance of a
single filled capillary, see eq. (5.3), with hcap=l,0*10-3 m, l = 1,29*10-3 m,
d=1,15*10-s m, 8o = 8 ,85*10-12 F m- 1 and 8r=2,7.
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Figure 18: The same C-V curve as in figure 17, with the fttted theoretica/ curves indicated as dashed lines.
The data points that were used for the fit are indicated as red triangles. This CV-measurement only consisted
of 80 data points, therefore filling and emptying regions of the curve were selected by hand. The values for
the fitted parameters are Pr=524 Pa, Physt = 58 Pa and Vo = -3 V. Note that the hydrophobic pressure is not
at its optimum value of (570±10) Pa, because the experiment was carried out using white PVC tubes"
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When we look at the fitted C-V curve, compared to the measured one, we see that
theoretica! curves are steeper; filling in practice takes place over a larger voltage
range (about 30 V, instead of the 8 V that is predicted). This can be explained by
the fact that the theoretica! curves assume that we have perfect samples, consisting of capillaries that all have exactly the same properties. In practice, small differences exist between single capillaries. This effect bas been studied using MonteCarlo simulations. The results are presented in detail in Appendix A. We have
found that the known imperfections in the array can fully explain the reduced CVcurve steepness.
Fitting the CV-curve in Figure 18 gives us a hydrophobic pressure of 524 Pa. For
this experiment, white PVC tubes were used. The hydrophobic pressure for an
experiment with black fluoropolymer tubes is usually found to be (570±10) Pa.
What's more, in a system with white PVC tubes, the hydrophobic pressure drops
further over time, from (500±10) Pa for a freshly mounted bolder to approximately (380±10) Pa for a bolder that had been unused for a month. In systems
with black tubes, the hydrophobic pressure doesn't change more than 10 Pa,
which is equal to the error on the pressure measurement. Also, the hysteresis
pressure shows a difference, it is (50±10) Pa for a bolder with black tubes, and
(90±10) Pa for a bolder with white tubes.
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Figure 19: Result of analysis of decane samples using UV-VI spectroscopy.On the x-axis is the wavelength
of the light used in nanometres, on the y-axis the absorption coefficient a. In one decane sample (red line) a
piece of PVC tube had been submerged, and in the other (blue line) a piece of f/uoropolymer tube. The
analysis shows clearly that the PVC tube releases a large contamination over time, as its absorption in the
ultraviolet is much stronger.
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We found out that our tubes are not decane-resistant: they slowly release a contamination. Chemica! analysis using UV-VI spectroscopy (see Figure 19) has
shown that decane in which a piece of PVC tube had been immerged for a month
had a 3% concentration of phthalate-ester, which was not found in pure n-decane.
The black tubes gave a similar contamination, but the concentration was much
lower, around 0,01%

0

0

IlC - 0

R1

C-0

R2

Il0
R1, R2

= Cn H2n+1

.Figure 20: A phthalate-ester molecule, which is often used as a softener in flexible tubes

The phthalate-ester completely dissolves in the oil, but has strongly polar groups,
which are attracted to the aqueous solution; therefore it should be preferably
located on the oil/water interface [12]. This decreases the surface tension and thus
the hydrophobic pressure. With black tubes, the effect is not noticeable because
the concentration is so low.
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Figure 21: A C-V curve, measured on segment 6 of sample:.-;04005 at a meniscus pressure of 200 Pa. The
capacitance is indicated on a logarithmic scale. When we start to increase the voltage, changes in capacitance are minimal until about-80 V. For higher voltages the C-V curve starts to show exponential behaviour,
which is pointed out here by the close match with a fftted, exponential curve (indicated in red). Deviation from
the exponential is visible from -190 V on, which is lower than the filling voltage found by curve fftting(-202 V).
This is because due to capillary inhomogeneity, some capillaries already start to til/ for lower voltages. The
exponential behaviour is also present in the receding curve. lt should be noted that the receding curve is
steeper than the advancing.
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Figure 22: Behaviour of the capacitance as function of the electrowetting pressure Pew. The figure was
obtained directly from figure 20, by using the formula Pew = 1.21*1()-2 (V-Vo) 2 .For the zero-point charge
voltage Va, the fitted value of- 9 V was used. Only the exponential regions are indicated. We find exponential
coefficients of 0,0092 for the advancing (blue) curve and 0,0123 for the receding (green) curve.
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Figure 23: Logarithmic plot of the measured capacftance as function of the applied meniscus pressure PM·
Fftted exponential curves are included. We may conclude that the increase of the capacftance for increasing
meniscus pressure shows exponential behaviour. The experiment was again carried out on segment 6 of
sample 04005. The exponential coefficients are 0,0082 for the advancing curve (blue data points) and 0,0112
for the receding curve (green). Both values are approximately 10% lower than those in figure 21. To show
that exponential behaviour occurs already at low meniscus pressures, the measured capacftance values
were decreased by Co, which is the capacftance value of the common channel. lt is measured by lowering the
pressure until the aqueous solution disappears from fts common channel and then slowly /etting the pressure
increase again, until the aqueous solution has complete/y filled the common channel. The capillaries are now
assumed to be completely empty, and the measured capacftance value is used as Co. In this case, Co was
0,0194nF.

We have noticed that before/ after filling the capacitance increases/decreases
exponentially over a range of about 100 V (see Figure 21 and Figure 22). No
similar behaviour has been observed in droplet electrowetting experiments. To
check the origin of the exponential behaviour, we leave out electrowetting (the
voltage is kept at zero) and achieve capillary filling by mechanica! means only.
This is done by increasing the meniscus pressure, using the reservoirs. If we do
this, we also observe an exponential dependence of the capacitance on the applied
meniscus pressure (Figure 23). This shows us that the exponential behaviour in
C-V curves is not caused by the electrowetting effect itself.
Our current hypothesis is that the increasing capacitance is caused by a change in
meniscus shape. We can imagine that when the pressure (force) on the meniscus
is increased, it will expand, like a membrane (Figure 24).
We see that an increase in meniscus curvature gives us a larger so-called stray
electric field. This is the field between the insulator and the part of the aqueous
solution that is not in direct contact with it; it gives us an extra capacitance, the
stray capacitance. In droplet experiments, Verheijen found an exponential relation between the stray capacitance and the size of the droplet [9],[10]. This sup40
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ports our hypothesis that the exponential behaviour of the capacitance in filling
and emptying is caused by meniscus bending.

····················· ·················.

Figure 24: Bending of the liquid meniscus info the capillary, caused by an increasing meniscus pressure PM·
Note that, because the voltage is kept at zero, the contact angle keeps its initia/ value, which is close to 180
degrees. This follows from eq.(4.2), where both YLv (from literature) and the right hand term (from CV-curve
fitting) are found to be approximately 50 mN m- 1• In the figure, the field lines of the stray electric field are
indicated. For increasing pressure, the meniscus wil/ bend further info the capil/ary and the stray field wil/
increase.

Figure 21 shows us that exponential behaviour occurs until a capacitance of o,8
nF, which is 10% of the maximum capacitance. Since capacitance and aqueous
solution height are linearly related, this value suggests that the meniscus bends
into the capillary till a height of 1mm. This estimate is an upper limit, since the
capacitance is increased by the fact that some capillaries are already (partially)
filled.
The reason why exponential behaviour of the capacitance is only seen in capillary
experiments is its relatively large contribution of the stray capacitance. In droplet
experiments, the zero-volt parallel capacitance is already 50 times larger than the
stray capacitance [9], and changes in stray capacitance will not be noticed. In
capillaries, the stray capacitance reaches values that are 30 times as high as the
empty capillary capacitance, before the capillary actually starts filling. Thus, it
clearly shows up in the measurement.
In both C-pM and C-V measurements we see that hysteresis exists between the
adv(l.ncing and receding curves. The relatively large hysteresis seen in capillary
electrowetting experiments is unrelated to the electrowetting effect itself, since
hysteresis is also observed when mechanically filling the capillaries, by increasing
©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2000
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the meniscus pressure. This supports an earlier hypothesis, that hysteresis in
capillary wetting is caused by the corners present in the hexagonal capillaries
[13],[14]. The difference between the exponential coefficients for C-pM and C-pEw
curves is about 10%, which is another strong indication that hysteresis in capillary
electrowetting has a purely mechanica! origin.

6.2 Switching lifetime
If we want to use the DBA as an X-ray filter, we have to make sure that the empty
and filled states are well defined. The capillaries should remain completely empty
when no voltage is applied and all capillaries should fill to the constriction when
maximum voltage is used. Of course, the DBA has to continue performing optimally over its entire lifetime.

We study the switching lifetime of the DBA using C-N measurements. In a good CN measurement, we want the capacitance values for the empty and filled level to
be as constant as possible. We call the ratio between these values the empty ratio,
which is expressed in percent. The empty ratio for a new, unswitched segment is
usually 0,3-0,4%. Philips Medical System desires that the empty ratio stays below
4% over the entire lifetime of the DBA.
a)

b)

Figure 25: a) Incomplete filling of a DBA in X-ray, caused by charging effects. Only very few capi/laries from
the segment under test (segment 4) function properly. At the moment the picture was taken, -250 V was
applied to segment 4. This segment had already switched 2.250 times at-250 V and received an X-ray dose
of 0,23 MR. The meniscus pressure for this experiment was set to 220 Pa, the ho/der had black tubes. b)
Incomplete emptying of a DBA causes remnant capacity, which can be seen here in X-ray. Segment 5 had
switched 11.250 times at-250 V, the array received an X-ray dose of 1,13 MR. The picture was taken at 0 V,
we see that there is still X-ray absorbing liquid present in the switched segment. For this experiment, the
meniscus pressure was set to 120 Pa. We used a ho/der with white tubes.
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Figure 26: A CN-measurement on segment 3 of sample 1999-06017, which was mounted in a non-rotational
ho/der with air (source: [14] ). The segment was switched with +200 V, measurements were done using an
AC signa/ with f=2 kHz and Vosc = 2,5 V. lt can be seen that the capillaries do not empty completely (this
phenomenon is called remnant capacity) and that there are sudden jumps in the full state. These are caused
by a bad contact: one row of capillaries is not switching continuously. lt seems that all switching capillaries fill
complete/y during the entire experiment. The empty ratio (Cmin I CmaJ after 50.000 switches is approximately
9%.

This section will deal with the work that bas been done on optimising switching
lifetime for an airless system. The biggest problem that existed at the start of this
project was remnant capacity: incomplete emptying of the capillaries. Crawford
[14] hypothesised that remnant capacity was caused by pinning of the aqueous
solution in the corners of the hexagonal capillaries. In this project, no work bas
been done to further investigate the microscopie cause of remnant capacity; rather
we have tried to eliminate the problem in practice.
The key to this bas proven to be the pressure control in the airless system. It
seems that if the meniscus pressure (which always helps to push the aqueous
solution into the capillary) is set too high, the emptying force will not be large
enough to get all aqueous solution out of the capillaries. This is when remnant
capacity builds up. Especially, aqueous solution will stick to the corners of the
hexagonal capillaries. The meniscus pressure for which remnant capacity starts to
build up is dependent on the hydrophobic pressure of the used sample.
However, we cannot set the meniscus pressure to arbitrary low values. We can
observe that during switching, oil is sucked into the aqueous solution common
channel. This effect becomes larger for lower meniscus pressure. This is why we
need to have samples with good hydrophobicity: we need a meniscus pressure that
will keep oil suction to a minimum, without building up remnant capacity.
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Figure 27: Three C-V curves measured on segment 4 of sample 04005, all with 200 data points. Different
meniscus pressures were used for the three curves, namely 200 Pa (green curve), 320 Pa (red) and 400 Pa
(blue). All curves had a hydrophobic pressure of (569±10) Pa, and a Vo of (-6,7±0,4) V. The hysteresis
pressure decreased from 51 Pa for p~200 Pa, to 42 Pa for p~320 Pa and 31 Pa for pM=400 Pa. We see
that for high meniscus pressure, an offset in the zero-volt capacitance (empty level) is already visible after
measuring one single CV-curve. The empty ratios in the above figure are 0,4% (for 200 Pa); 1,5% (for 320
Pa) and 5,6% (for 400 Pa). We also see that for /ower pressure, the filling and emptying voltages for the
segment are higher. This wil/ be investigated further in section 6.4 .
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Figure 28: Remnant capacity in a C-N measurement in an airless ho/der with white tubes. The measurement
was done on segment 3 of sample 04008, which had a hydrophobic pressure of 448 Pa. The meniscus
pressure was set to 200 Pa, which effectively equa/s 320 Pa (red curve in Figure 27) in a system with black
tubes. The empty ratio after 3.000 switches was 3,0%. Jt decreased to below 2% within three minutes of the
end of the measurement.
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The correct filling of the capillaries depends on the voltage, which is applied to
them. If the voltage is set too low, the capillary won't fill at all. However, we cannot apply a randomly high voltage, since we find that for too high voltages, the C-V
curves will shift along the voltage axis.
By curve fitting, we find that the value of Vo changes, in the direction of the polarity with which the high voltage was applied. We know from chapter 4 that a nonzero Vo is caused by charge that is trapped in the insulator layer. This is what
happens here: because of the voltage that is set too high, the charge carriers will
partly enter the coatings, from which they cannot be removed easily.
Charging will lower the effective electrowetting voltage by Vo, according to eq.
(4.12). If we continue to apply the same high voltage to the sample, further charging will occur. Eventually, a point will be reached where the effective electrowetting voltage gets too close to, or even below, the filling voltage of the capillary. The
capillary will no longer fill (completely).
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b)
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Figure 29: a) A C-N measurement that was carried out on segment 3 of sample 04008. The segment was
switched 2.000 times at -250V, the ho/der had black tubes and was filled with pure n-decane. Ho/der impregnation time had been 1 day, the capacitance measurement was done using an AC signa/ with f=1 kHz
and Vosc = 3V. The impedance analyser was in normal mode, the wait time between switches was 1500 ms. A
strong decrease in the capacitance of the filled state can be observed. b) C-V measurements before (blue
curve) and after (red curve) the C-N experiment. The blue curve has fit parameters Pr=545 Pa, Phrst=45 Pa
and Vo= -4 V; the red curve has Pr=573 Pa, Phrst=66 Pa and Vo= -44 V. The capillaries no langer fill comp/ete/y after the C-N. The increased advancing hydrophobic pressure (630 Pa instead of 590 Pa) is caused
by the fact that charging occurs during the C-V measurement itself. The strong negative zero-point charge is
partly reduced by the application of high positive voltages during the C-V. This shifts the positive filling branch
of the C-V curve to the right during the measurement, resulting in a too high advancing hydrophobic pressure
value and a /ess steep filling curve. This also means that the measured Vo , namely 44 V, is even less than
the real value right after the C-N. The emptying curve is hardly affected, because we decrease the voltage
from maximum, which wil/ not charge the sample much further.
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To research charging of the capillary array, we carried out C-N measurements of
100, 500, 2.000 and 40 .000 switches, at several voltages. Before and after these
C-N measurements, a C-V curve was measured; by fitting these we found a value
for the change in Vo. For the experiments, we used a holder with white PVC tubes,
except for one case, which is indicated in the table. We have concentrated on voltages of 230 V and higher. This value was chosen, because the filling voltage can
easily take values of 200 V, especially at lower pressures (see Figure 36) and a
segment in our array's fills over a voltage range of 30 V.
Table 1: The zero-point charge voltage Va , after a C-N measurement with a given number of switches, at
corresponding voltage. The error on all va/ues is 4 V; for all measurements the initia/ Va was between -2 V
and 2 V. A ho/der with white tubes was used, unless stated otherwise. We see that charging occurs at all
voltages. In choosing our device switching voltage, we have to find the voltage where the effective electrowetting pressure (which depends on V-Va) is largest after a large number of switches. This is determined
trom the value of Va after an overnight experiment (40.000 switches). This is a good measurement for charging of the segment over its entire projected lifetime (200.000 switches), as we can see in the table for-250 V.

100

500

2.000

40.000

-230 v

-1 v

-1

v

-5 v

-14 v

-250 v

-3 v

-7

v

-12

-260 v

-6

v

-9 v

-270 v

-11

v

-16

+230V

3V

v

6V

v

-18 v

-20

v

200.000

-23 v

-32 v

-24

v

-36

v

11

v

20V

We see in table 1 that some charging always occurs at the voltages we need to fi.11
the array. Since we need a voltage of about 230 V, we must make sure that the
effective voltage (V-Vo) we apply is always at least equal to this value. We observe
that switching at negative polarity gives us less charging than switching at positive
polarity. This confirms Welters' results in two-plate capillaries [6]. In our case, the
amount of charging of the sample at +230 Vis equal to that at -250 V.
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We can see in the table that at -270 V, the effective voltage after 40.000 switches
is at maximum. However, not all C-N measurements done at this voltage had a
constant maximum capacitance. A decrease due to charging was observed in some
cases. For -250 V, all C-N measurements were completely stable, so we have chosen this as our switching voltage. At this voltage, the DBA has been switched up to
200.000 times. No change could be observed in its filling and emptying behaviour. Thus, our current airless DBA operates well over its projected lifetime.
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Figure 30: C-N measurement carried out on segment 5 of sample 01004. The segment was switched
160.000 times in normal orientation, at a voltage of-250 V. The meniscus pressure was set to 125 Pa, the
ho/der had white tubes. Sample 01004 was impregnated in silicon oil for two days, after that it was mounted
in an airless ho/der with decane as usu al. The sudden jump in the top level, after about 15.000 switches, was
caused by the contact of the flex with the capillaries. Some rows of capillaries are not connected to the flex
perfectly, soit can happen than an extra row of capil/aries starts (as seen here) or stops switching during the
experiment. The empty ratio after 160.000 switches was 0,8%, which is five times better than the Philips
Medica/ Systems requirement.

6. 3 Orientation dependence
In this section, we will investigate the orientation dependence of the DBA. As we
recall, the DBA has to rotate around the patient. The capillaries have to fill and
empty properly in all orientations, over an angular range of 180 degrees.
To study the orientation dependence of the DBA, we will therefore first derive an
expression that relates the meniscus pressure for certain filling level and rotation
to the set meniscus pressure PM(o,o). This expression will be verified with measurements and be used to set requirements for DBA orientation independence. We
will show that these requirements can be met and that the current airless DBA is
orientation independent.
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We have presented a filling and emptying model fora single capillary in chapter 4.
In a capillary array, this model holds for each capillary individually. We can see in
eq. (4.14) that the meniscus pressure is dependent on hand p. Also, the common
channel pressures in the bolder change when the bolder is rotated.
The DBA process carrier, which is used for our experiments, is a square array with
64x64 capillaries. Some of these capillaries are blocked by the silicon rings in the
bolder (see section 3.2), so that the effective switchable area of the process carrier
is limited to 42x42 capillaries. The length of the sides, L, is approximately 25 mm
and the capillaries are 20 mm high. When we change the orientation of the DBA,
two effects can be distinguished: a change in meniscus pressure and nonuniformity of the common channel pressures.
During rotation, the height of the aqueous solution common channel changes.
This was oor reference height in eq. (3.1), and therefore our meniscus pressure PM
changes. When the device is inverted, the reference height will have changed by
the height of the capillaries, because the aqueous solution common channel is on
top now. This means Pi will have decreased by the pressure of an aqueous solution
column of height h cap, Paq9hcap , and similarly, P2 will have increased by poilghcap •

PM(O,ll}

gravity

M (O,tt2)MJN

Figure 31: Schematic drawing of the change in meniscus pressure PM, caused by DBA rotation. The dark
slab depicts the aqueous solution common channel. The direction of gravffy is indicated. For each of the
three situations (top left: normal; top right: inverted; bottom: sideways), PM (0,/1} is indicated by arrows. We
see that in normal position the meniscus pressure is larger than in inverted position, and that in sideways
position, the meniscus pressure varies over the common channel.
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For an arbitrary rotation angle /J, the change in reference height will be dependent
on cos /J. We can now derive an expression for the effective meniscus pressure as
function of the rotation angle /J, for an empty DBA (h=o) , fora capillary in the
centre of the array:
(6.1)

In an array with hcap=20 mm, 1 M caesium chloride for aqueous solution and
decane for oil, the meniscus pressure decrease will be approximately 70 Pa when
going from {J=o to /J=tr. Thus, we expect that the filling behaviour of the DBA in
inverted position (/J=tr) is like that of the DBA in normal orientation when we
would have set the meniscus pressure 70 Pa lower.
However, by filling the device, the pressure will also change because of a different
weight of the liquid column in the capillary. We can see from eq. (4.14) that when
oil in the capillary is replaced by aqueous solution to a height h, the hydrostatic
pressure will decrease by (Paq - poil ) g h cos f:J when compared to a capillary that is
only filled with oil. Thus, we find for the effective meniscus pressure, as function
of h andfJ:

For a filled array ( h =

~ hcap ), we now see that the meniscus pressure is not de-

pendent on orientation. Therefore, we expect a close match between the emptying
curves for normal and inverted orientation, with the only possible difference being
the steepness of the curves.
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Figure 32: C-V cuNes for normal (blue) and inverted (pink) orientation, measured on segment 4 of sample
04016. We see that the emptying cuNes almost overlap, like we expected. The filling cuNes for inverted
operation have shifted towards higher voltages. The ftfted values for the advancing hydrophobic pressures
are 635 Pa (normal) and 715 Pa (inverted). This means an extra pressure term of BO Pa for the inverted
case, which is close to the 73 Pa we expect. For the receding case, the ftfted pressures are 536 Pa (norma/)
and 540 Pa (inverted). Thus, we find a difference of 4 Pa, white zero is expected. The results are in good
agreement with the theory.

There is another effect that influences switching behaviour in different orientations. If the array is tilted ( 0 < f3 < 7r ), the common channel pressures will no
longer be well defined, because there is a height difference in the common channel: the height of the aqueous solution common channel varies over the device.
This implies that the meniscus pressure is no longer the same for all capillaries.
The most extreme case ofthis is when the array is on its side (/3=tr/2). In this case,
the pressure differences over the common channels are lipcc,aq oi.l = paq 1oi·t g L for
1
the aqueous solution and the oil. The meniscus pressure is dependent on the
aqueous solution common channel pressure minus the oil common channel pressure, see eq. (4.14).
Using this, we write down an expression for the minimum and maximum meniscus pressures at a certain rotation angle ~' as compared to the average value:
(6.3)
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Figure 33: a) (Jeff) The difference in meniscus pressure L1 PM (y-axis) between PM (0, /1J and PM(0,0),as
function of the rotation angle f1 Since h=O, this picture is for an empty capillary array. The solid line shows
the average meniscus pressure, which is influenced only by change of the average height of the common
channel. The maximum and minimum extemal pressures for a certain P, caused by a pressure drop over the
common channels, are indicated in dotted lines. This graph was made fora device that has hcsp=20 mm,
L=25 mm and paq - fJo;1 =0,35 g cm-3 , like our airless DBA. b) (right) The same picture, but fora full capillary
(h=hcsp/2). In this situation, the average meniscus pressure is unaffected. For emptying, sideways (~tr!2) is
the most critica/ orientation, purely because of the change of hydrostatic pressure over the common channels.

We see from Figure 33a that the meniscus pressure can be as much as 90 Pa
lower than the meniscus pressure we set originally, PM(o,o). This may give capillary filling problems. In Figure 33b, we see that the capillaries have to be able to
empty completely at a meniscus pressure 40 Pa higher than the original value.
Thus, to show orientation independence of our DBA, we have to choose a value for
PM(O,o) and verify that all capillaries fill properly at a pressure 90 Pa lower, and
empty properly at a pressure 40 Pa higher than this value.
The results of this are shown in Figure 34. For the tested segment, which had a
hydrophobicity of 460 Pa, we choose a standard meniscus pressure of 160 Pa. Two
C-N experiments, each consisting of 40.000 switches, were run: one at 70 Pa
meniscus pressure, to check capillary filling and one at 200 Pa, to check if remnant capacity will not be too large. It was found that for the chosen parameters,
the DBA meets both requirements. Our airless DBA is orientation independent.
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Figure 34: a) C-N measurement of 40. 000 switches at -250V, carried out on segment 4 of sample 04008.
The segment had a hydrophobicity of 460 Pa, the experiment was carried out in a ho/der with white PVC
tubes. The meniscus pressure in this case was 70 Pa, the empty ratio after the experiment was approximately 0,3%. We see that the segment was filling properly during the entire experiment. b) The same experiment, but tor a meniscus pressure of 200 Pa. Remnant capacity builds up during the experiment due to
the high meniscus pressure, the empty ratio was 3,3% after 40.000 switches, which is still below Philips
Medica/ Systems requirements.

However, we find that 70 Pa is a very low pressure to operate the DBA. The oil
suction effect, which was mentioned in section 6.2, becomes quite strong at this
pressure. Therefore, we need to improve the sample's hydrophobicity.
The meniscus pressure values, which are given here, depend linearly on the sample's hydrophobic pressure. If the sample would have 80 Pa higher hydrophobic
pressure (so 540 Pa instead of 460 Pa), the indicated meniscus pressures would
have to increase 80 Pa as well. This means that the minimum switching pressure
would increase to 150 Pa. At this meniscus pressure, oil suction is still present, hut
much less visible.
We have derived equations to show the orientation dependence of the airless DBA
in this section. From these equations, we can see that the pressure range, for
which the DBA has to operate correctly, depends on the capillary height hcap, the
array size L and the mass densities of the liquids, paq and Poil· Thus, for larger
arrays, longer capillaries, a heavier aqueous solution and/or lighter oils, the orientation dependence issue will be much more critica!. In this case, partitioning the
DBA in four equal-sized parts, each with their own pressure control, could be
needed to maintain orientation independence.
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Figure 35: C-N measurement of a DBA in inverted (/J= n/2) orientation. The experiment was carried out on
segment 3 of sample 01004, which was impregnated using silicon oil and had a hydrophobic pressure of 480
Pa. The meniscus pressure for this experiment was 120 Pa, switching was done in a ho/der with white tubes,
at -250 V. The empty ratio after 150. 000 switches was 0,6%, thus the fact that the DBA has to empty against
gravity in inverted orientation does not affect its behaviour. Also, filling is not influenced by the 70 Pa lower
effective meniscus pressure: the filled state is constant over the measurement.

6. 4 Model verification
In chapter 4, we have introduced a statie model for filling and emptying of a single
capillary. We have stated that if we start at V=o, and increase the voltage, the
capillary will remain empty until we reach the filling voltage Vj . After that, the
total pressure is no longer balanced and as a result, the aqueous solution will start
to rise in the capillary.
We can derive an equation to find the filling voltage by settingp=o and h=o in eq.
(4.19). Doing this, we obtain the following quadratic equation:

where we have set K =

~ t:~r • We will find two solutions, one for positive voltage

(V=Vf,+ ) and one for negative voltage (V=VJ,-). Note that we have used +lh J1i as

our hysteresis term in eq. (6-4), indicating that we have an advancing contact
angle and thus a filling capillary.
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If we use -lh '}'h , we find two other solutions for the receding contact angle case,
thus the case of an emptying capillary. These are the empty voltages, Ve,+ (again
for positive voltage) and Ve,-(negative voltage).

We have done verification measurements of the filling/emptying voltages as function of the effective meniscus pressure, for orientation P=o and P=1t. These were
carried out by measuring four C-V curves per segment for every pressure, two in
normal CP=o) orientation and two in inverted CP=1t) orientation. Each of these C-V
curves had 200 data points and was fitted using the procedure described in section 6.1. The values for ro, J'h and Vo are then calculated separately for the two
orientations, and the resulting filling and emptying voltages are calculated using
eq. (6-4). If this equation represents the system truthfully, a direct dependence of
the filling/ emptying voltages squared on the meniscus pressure PM can be expected.
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Figure 36: Change of the filling and emptying voltages caused by a changing meniscus pressure. The
experiment was carried out on segment 4 of sample 04005, with a parylene thickness of 11,5 µm. The other
constants in the model were taken to be /=1,29 * 10-3 m; A =1,2 * 10-7 m2; &r =2,7; /Jaq =1, 10 gcm .J and
Po11 = 0, 73 g cm -3 . The dotted curves are theoretica/ solutions, which have a quadratic shape with the x-axis
as the centra/ axis. This shape is caused by the dependence of V2 on PM· The theoretica/ curves are ca/culated using the averages of the ftfted values for all C-V curves used, which are: Pr = 568 Pa, Ptrrst=45 Pa and
Vo.= -4,8 V.
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Figure 37:-·Filling and emptying voltages as function of meniscus pressure, in inverted posftion. The values
that were used to generate the theoretica/ curves were Pr = 612 Pa, Phrst=72 Pa and Vo = -1,5 v,· the constants in the model were the same as for normal orientation. lf we compare the fitting parameters with these
used in Figure 36, we find a difference of 7 Pa for the receding case (should be 0) and 71 Pa for the advancing case (should be 73). This is in agreement with our resufts from section 6.3.

When the device is inverted, we know from section 6.3 that the meniscus pressure
is 70 Pa lower in the inverted situation when the capillaries are empty. Thus, we
expect the filling voltages to shift to higher values as well. Since the meniscus
pressures in filled state are the same for all orientations, we don't expect a shift in
empty voltages.
We see that our measured data match the theoretica! curves quite well. The output
voltage from the pressure sensors can have fluctuations of about 2 mV, this corresponds to an error of the meniscus pressure of ±s Pa. The uncertainty on the filling voltages is harder to estimate, since the positive high voltages that are used
during our C-V measurements can change Vo by up to +4V. This means that the
filling voltages in a continuous series of C-V measurements will differ We can
roughly compensate for this effect by subtracting the fitted Vo from the calculated
filling voltages. This way, we find that the uncertainty on the filling voltages is
±2V.

Knowing this, we find that in both curves, only 2 out of 32 data points (6%) deviate from the theoretica! curve by an amount that is larger than the error on the
measurement. This number indicates a very good match between the experimental data and the curves calculated from our theoretica! model. We may conclude
that our model is correct.
The fitted values for the hydrophobic pressure Pr is fairly constant throughout the
entire measurement series. It shows random fluctuations of ±15 Pa.
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Figure 38: The dependency of the hysteresis pressure on the applied meniscus pressure, in norm al (Jeff) and
inverted (right) orientation. The hysteresis seems to decrease for higher meniscus pressures.

The hystetesis pressure has a tendency to decrease for higher meniscus pressures
If we look at C-pM measurements, like the one in Figure 23, we see that the receding curve is always steeper than the advancing one, thus the hysteresis is
smaller for higher meniscus pressures. The origin of this effect is unknown.
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7 Conclusions and recommendations
Research has been done on a Dynamic Beam Attenuator, which is a dynamic pixelated filter for use in medical X-ray imaging systems. The main goal of this project was to investigate an airless two-liquid system, focusing on switching lifetime
and orientation independence.
For our measurements, we use a 64x64 capillary array in an airless two-liquid
system. The liquids we use are an X-ray absorbing aqueous solution of 1 Molar
caesium chloride and decane. The capillaries in the array are initially filled with
oil, but can be filled with aqueous solution by electrowetting. The number of
switchable :capillaries is limited to 42x42, because of silicon sealing rings in the
bolder.
' The pressure on the decane/ aqueous solution meniscus can be adjusted. The ideal
meniscus pressure is about 300 Pa less than the hydrophobic pressure Pr of the
sample. We found that it should not be set lower than CPr-400) Pa, otherwise the
voltage needed to fill the capillaries is too high and charge carriers (ions) will get
trapped in the capillary wall coatings. The upper limit is (py-200) Pa; for higher
meniscus pressures, the capillaries no longer empty properly and there is a risk of
aqueous solution flushing through the array.
The airless system has been filled and emptied 200.000 times in both normal and
inverted orientations, at an electrowetting voltage of -250 V. The filled state was
constant over these measurements, except for a change in the number of switching
rows of capillaries, which is caused by an imperfect electric contact. In a bolder
with white PVC tubes, switching at -250V, trapping of charge carriers in the capillary wall lowers the effective electrowetting voltage by (20±4) V. This has no
influence on the maximum capacitance. The empty ratio (Cmin/ Cmax) after
200.000 switches was o,8% for normal orientation and o,6% for inverted orientation. This is five to six times better than the requirement set by Philips Medical
Systems.
The DBA behaves differently if we rotate it. This is caused by a change in meniscus
pressure, because the meniscus pressure is a hydrostatic pressure, which depends
on the effective height of the liquid columns. By rotating the device, this height
and thus the meniscus pressure change. Furthermore, for orientations other than
normal (~=o) and inverted W=7t), the pressure varies over the common channel.
Because of this, some capillaries will experience a higher meniscus pressure than
others.
We have shown that the airless DBA fills and empties correctly over an angular
range of 180 degrees at -250 V. The meniscus pressure was set at 160 Pa under
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normal orientation, the sample hydrophobic pressure was 460 Pa for this experiment. Our current airless two-liquid system meets the orieritation independence
requirement.
We have presented a model for filling and emptying of capillaries. This was
checked by verifying the dependence of the square of the filling and emptying
voltages on the meniscus pressure. We have found a very good match between the
experimental data and theoretica! curves between 100 and 400 Pa meniscus pressure. Only 6% of the measured data points varied from the theoretica! curve significantly. We have observed that before actual filling and after actual emptying,
C-V curves show exponential behaviour. We presume that this is caused by bending of the oil/water meniscus into the capillary.
We have-shown that the device can fill and empty properly at room temperature
and without exposure to X-rays. In an X-ray imaging system, the temperature can
reach values up to 70 degrees Celsius, which may cause accelerated charging and
aqueous solution condensation. In addition, X-rays may cause degradation of the
coating materials on the capillary wall.
We have presented a model for statie behaviour of the DBA. However, during
switching, dynamic effects, like local underpressure due to fluid flow, are also
present. These effects will influence DBA filling and emptying, especially when
switching multiple segments at the same time. It seems that in this case, oil can
enter filling capillaries together with aqueous solution, causing the aqueous solution to get trapped. It can no longer be removed by electrowetting and may lead to
aqua flush and device failure on subsequent switches. Understanding of dynamic
behaviour is important for improving the filling and emptying speeds of the device
as well. Therefore, separate projects are ongoing to study DBA dynamics.
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Appendix A: Non-uniformity of capillaries
In a perfect array, all capillaries would be exactly alike. They would be perfectly
hexagonal, so that no variations in cross-capillary surface existed; the AF1600 and
parylene layers would have the same thickness everywhere.
Of course, it is impossible to manufacture arrays with such perfection. In reality,
small variations between individual capillaries exist. This affects some parameters
in the capillary model. Most notably, the capillary surface A, the parylene thickness d, and hydrophobicity ra can vary. This will cause a variation in filling/ emptying voltages, meaning that some capillaries will start filling earlier than
others. Thus, if we fill a large enough number of capillaries, we will see that filling
takes place over quite a large voltage range, namely several tens of Volts. This
occurs in all orientations, which could be expected, since it is a property of the
array itself. Monte-Carlo simulations have been carried out on this effect.
To do these, we vary the parylene thickness d, the hydrophobicity y and the capillary cross-sectional surface A. Each of these parameters is assumed to have a
normal distribution over all capillaries, with an average value and a standard
deviation. An Excel macro picks random numbers for these parameters, from a
normal distribution. With these numbers, a theoretica! curve is generated by calculating the theoretica! CV-curve for a capillary with these properties. In this way,
CV-curves for an entire segment of random capillaries are generated and summed.
Thus, we get a CV-curve for a capillary array with the set parameter spread.
In Figure 39, we show results of Monte-Carlo simulations for a segment with a
standard deviation of 10% on the parameter values. We see that the fact that l, d
and A are not always the same does indeed influence the steepness of the C-V
curves. Therefore, we will now check whether a Monte-Carlo simulated C-V curve,
generated with the errors in our process carriers, matches the steepness of a
measured C-V curve.
·
Driessen analysed scanned images of capillary arrays to determine the variation in
capillary surface. He found that crA/A=7% [15]. The error on lis very small, because it is determined by the accuracy of the laser process, which burns away the
aluminium from the PET-foil (see section 3.1). We assume that CJ//[=2%. Finally,
the parylene process has been described by Landsmeer [16]. He finds a value of
d=(n,5±0,5) m, we will use ad/d=5% for our simulations.
In Figure 40, we see that a measured C-V curve matches a theoretica! curve, for
an array with the given parameter errors, very closely. The steepness of the curve
in the filling/emptying range appears to be the same. We conclude that the fact
that C-V curves are flatter than theoretically predicted can be fully attributed to
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imperfections in the array. Therefore, manufacturing better array's will give us
better filling and emptying of the DBA. We also see in Figure 40 that the exponential capacitance behaviour just before filling / after emptying, is not caused by
array imperfections, since the Monte-Carlo simulated curve does not show this.
This supports our meniscus bending hypothesis.
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Figure 39: The effect of capil/ary inhomogeneity on C-V curves. The curves shown here were generated
using Monte-Carlo simu/ations. For 300 capillaries, a theoretica/ C-V curve was ca/cu/ated; the summed C-V
curve is shown here. The blue curve is fora perfect capillary array, with I = 1,29*10-3 m, d=1,15*10-5 mand
A=1,2*10-7 m. Our theoretica/ sample has yo=50 mN m- 1 (which equals Pr = 538 Pa for indicated I and A),
/11=10 mN m- 1 and Vo = OV. The meniscus pressure in the "experiment" is set to 100 Pa. The red curve was
generated by picking random /, d and A values from a normal distribution. We used standard deviations
01 I I = ad I d = aA IA = 10%. We can see that sample inhomogeneity causes flatter filling and emptying
curves, and thus a larger filling and emptying voltage range.
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Figure 40: Monte-Carlo simulated C-V curve (black line) compared to actual measurement data (red dots).
For the Monte-Carlo simulations, standard deviations as they exist in one of our process carriers, thus
O"A IA = 7%, <J/ I I = 2% and O"d Id = 5%, were taken. The measurement was done at 200 Pa meniscus
pressure on segment 5 of sample 04016. This was a new sample, mounted in a black-tube ho/der. The fitting
parameters we found, name/y Pr= 474 Pa, Physt = 24 Pa and Vo = -9 V, were used for the simulation, which
was done for 372 capillaries. This value was found by dividing the maximum capacitance in the experiment
by 27 pF. We see that, in the fillinglemptying range, the data points overlap the theoretica/ curve. The imperfections in the capillary array can fully explain the reduced C-V curve steepness. Note the very small hysteresis in the curve, which is mainly caused by the fact that this was an unswitched segment in a black-tube
ho/der.
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Appendix B: List of DBA requirements
The most important technical requirements of a DBA filtering device based on
electrowetting, as determined by Philips Medical Systems, are:
128 x 128 pixels
-

pixel size ""350 µm

-

capillary length ,..,10 mm

-

liquid settling time ~ 200 ms
dynamic range ofX-ray attenuation ~100 at 50 keV and ~10at100 keV
(0,2 mm Cu equivalence)
DBA invisible in the off-state: X-ray absorption non-uniformity below alevel of
0,3% for periodic structures (so-called modulation) and below 1% for random
structures (sigma/mean).

-

X-ray absorption of the common channel < 25%
operation temperature 70°C max (6o°C without a lamp in the collimator)
operational lifetime ~ 2 years

-

X-ray dose 10-20 MR per year (30-1ookeV)

-

5ok-1ook switches per year

-

freedom of orientation (angular range 180 degrees)

-

transportability
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Appendix C: lnfluence of trapped air
For quite some time during the project, we had problems with air, which would be
trapped in capillaries on the edge of the silicon rings. It appears that a number of
capillaries would be blocked by the silicon ring on the bottom, but not by the one
on top. Therefore, when we led oil into the holder during initial filling, air would
be trapped inside them.
When we started doing C-N experiments with the airless holder, its behaviour
would be good for about 10.000 switches. After that, accelerated build-up of remnant capacity was observed. We could observe air bubbles in the oil common
channel and supply tube.
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Figure 41: Accelerated build-up of remnant capacity, which occurred before we started to apply a vacuum
step in the assembly procedure. This measurement was done on segment 3 of sample 11045, in a ho/der
with white tubes, using a meniscus pressure of 230 Pa. Due to this high meniscus pressure, a high remnant
capacity of 0,1 nF builds up within 1.000 switches. After that, minimum capacity is almost constant until 8.000
switches, where the effect of an air bubble in the oil supply becomes notable.

We presume that this is due to air replacing decane in the oil common channel
and supply tube. Because of the design of the holder, air bubbles prefer to be in
the supply tube, just above the common channel. Another effect is that, when air
bubbles are present in the oil common channel, some air is sucked into the capillaries, so that they are not entirely filled with oil anymore. These effects both reduce the oil pressure P2 (see chapter 3) , thus the meniscus pressure PM(o,o) is
higher than expected. This means that remnant capacity is worsened (see
section 6.2).
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We have shown this by leading an air bubble, which was present in the supply
tube above the common channel, away from the device, during a C-N experiment.
It would then be further away from the common channel, where it does not influence switching behaviour that much. A subsequent C-N experiment, where the air
was removed altogether, showed a remnant capacity that was reduced by a factor
two.
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Figure 42: Empty capil/ary capacitance in two CN-1000 experiments on segment 4 of sample 11033. The
experiments were done using a meniscus pressure of 270 Pa; sample hydrophobicity was 450 Pa. In the first
measurement (blue), an air bubble was present in the oil supply above the common channel. lt was led away
trom the device, info the PVC tube, two times, namely after 500 and 600 switches. We see that the remnant
capacity almost halves. During switching, the air slowly comes back towards the array, and the remnant
capacity recovers to its old value. After this measurement, the air was led out of the oil altogether and the
pink curves was measured. We see that the remnant capacity stays much lower over the measurement..

These experiments show us that air in the oil common channel during switching
causes remnant capacity. It seems that the air originates from half-sealed capillaries, which are covered by the bottom silicon ring but not by the top one. During
assembly, they will not fill with oil. The air that is inside them will slowly be
sucked out during a C-N experiment and collect in the oil supply and the oil common channel.
As explained in section 3.3.2, we have developed a "vacuum step" during the as-

sembly process to entirely get rid of air. We lower the environment pressure to
about 30 mbar. The air that is trapped inside the capillaries, will expand and leave
the system through the liquid tubes. This leaves us with a truly airless system.
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Appendix D: Cleaning procedure
-

Increase the oil pressure to lead all the aqueous solution into the reservoir,
then remove the aqueous solution with a syringe. Dispose of it properly.

-

Now remove as much oil as possible, e.g. by using a syringe or pouring into a
beaker glass. Dispose of it properly.

-

Untighten the screws that hold the top and bottom plates together. Remove the
top plate.

-

Take out the DBA, rinse it with water and centrifuge it two minutes to empty
the capillaries. Put the DBA in an oil impregnation bath. The DBA should be
exposed to air as little as possible, especially when decane impregnated. Note:
there are special clean impregnation bathsfor new samples. Don't put a used
DBA in one of these.

-

Rinse the reservoirs, tubes, top and bottom plates and silicon rings with water,
then with ethanol, heptane and again ethanol from a bottle (collect the heptane
and ethanol as well as possible and dispose of it properly). Dry everything
using the air blower.

-

Put a rubber ring on the bottom plate. Take a DBA from the oil bath and put it
on top. Now, put the other rubber ring on top of the array and adjust the top
plate with it. Screw the plates together while pressing the top plate against the
DBA.

-

Put 20 ml of oil in a clean syringe and gently insert it into the aqueous solution
reservoir. Make sure the oil runs all the way through the system and appears in
the oil reservoir. It doesn't matter if air is visible in the DBA at this point in
time.

-

Take the system and put it in a vacuum chamber. Close the chamber and turn
the pump on. The system should be pumped down to 20-30 mbar, which
should take about half an hour. After that, pressure the chamber and take out
the holder. All air should have disappeared. Small bubbles may be present,
they will vanish within a few minutes.

-

Adjust the reservoirs in such way that the oil meniscus is just visible in the
tube leading out of the aqueous solution reservoir. Put 10 ml of aqueous solution in a clean syringe and put it in the aqueous solution reservoir, on top of
the oil. It should push the oil through and fill the common channel.

-

Close the reservoirs with the lids and connect the lids with a tube.
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Appendix E: Excel macro's
This appendix describes the Microsoft® Excel macro's, which were written and
used during this project, namely the C-V curve fitting macro and the Monte Carlo
simulation macro.

E.1

C-V curve fitting (CV-fit.xls)

The purpose of this macro is to determine the sample hydrophobic pressure Pn
hysteresis pressure physt and zero-point charge voltage Va from a measured C-V
curve. For the macro in standard form, the C-V curve should have 200 data points,
which have to be pasted into cells Q33:R232. It is possible to use less data points,
but the macro has to be adapted.
To do this, the macro first needs to determine the filling and emptying areas of the
curve. It determines the half-maximum capacitance value, and for each filling/ emptying branch (thus four times), it finds the data point with the capacitance
that is closest to this value. Since filling and emptying take place over a 20-30 V
range in standard samples, the macro takes two more data points to both sides, so
that we get five data points for each filling/emptying branch (which equals a 20 V
range fora C-V curve with 200 data points and Vmax=250V).
Pressing Ctrl-F activates this procedure. The filling and emptying range data
points are copied into cells G3o:H34 (neg. filling), G4o:H44 (neg. emptying),
G5o:H54 (pos. filling) and G6o:H64 (pos. emptying). The data values in column J
are the errors between the measured and theoretical capacitance,
a = ~ C~eo - C~eas . The value in cell 1<30 is the sum of all twenty error values.
We can check whether the procedure was carried out correctly. In the graph, the
red triangles (data points) should be overlapping the closed curve.
To obtain the closest fitting curve, we thus need to minimise cell 1<30. This is done
by using the solver routine in Excel. Before doing this, we need to make sure that
the meniscus pressure value in cell K2o matches the experiment's. We have to tell
the solver routine to minimise cell 1<30, by changing cells K22 (hydrophobic pressure), N22 (hysteresis pressure) and K23 (zero-point charge voltage). The solver
routine uses an iterative process to minimise the error value. Thus, it finds a theoretical curve that fits the measurement data best; this curve has unique values for
the fitting parameters.
The macro also uses these values to calculate the filling and emptying voltages
(cells N33 to N36), this is convenient for obtaining V-p curves (figures 37 and 38).
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E. 2 Monte Carlo simulation
The usage of the Monte Carlo simulation macro is rather straightforward. We put
the errors on d, land A in cells Kl.5 to Kl.7 and the number of capillaries to be
added in cell H19. If a comparison to an actual measurement is to be done, we can
put the measured C-V data in cells S2:T201, the C-V curvefit data in cells H3 to Hs
(note that we use the surface tension values for hydrophobicity and hysteresis
instead of the pressure values, they can be found in cells K25 and K26 of the curve
fitting macro) and the meniscus pressure value in cell Hu. Pressing Ctrl-M will
start the simulation process.
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